


A long, hot summer. That one, amazing 

summer we’re going to remember forever. 

A summer of long evenings and hitting the beach with 

family and friends. Of being original and creative. A summer 

of travel, of new places and new experiences. Of wave after 

wave crashing against the shore. Of refreshing moments, 

shared experiences, exciting times. 

Summer Your Way brings together all of the elements 

that put 7UP at the heart of this idyllic summer. 

I T’S WHAT WE 
ALL DREAM OF
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ONE AMAZING SUMMER, COMING UP

Our vision for 2017.

WHY DID WE CHOOSE SUMMER?

The season for 7UP.

WHAT IS OUR BIG IDEA?

The creative idea and how we got there.

OUR BEACH HOUSE

Campaign objectives and architecture.

BRINGING ‘SUMMER YOUR WAY’ ALIVE

What you’ll get to make this 

campaign work.

THE CLAIM

How to use the type-only version.

THE IMAGE OF 2017

The new Key Visual.      

       

 

HOW TO USE THE KEY ASSETS

The guidelines for our new KV.

POS

How this works in-store.

SHARE THE FUN

Our ATL assets.

EXPERIENTIAL

How consumers will experience it first-hand.

PHOTOGRAPHY

The images for you to use.

ILLUSTRATIONS

The drawings for you to use.

SOCIAL STRATEGY

How the campaign lives on Social Media. 

KEY CONTACTS 

All you need to move forward.    
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In summer, it just takes a little of the right 

refreshment to get that feeling going. To make it 

simply feel good to be you.

7UP captures that feeling, in a bottle. Cold, sparkling 

refreshment with a hint of lemon and lime that 

rejuvenates us and refreshes our soul.

Our vision is to BUILD the 7UP brand with scale, 

to make it a more permissible 2nd CSD pillar for 

WESA and keep it there, all summer long. With 

“Summer Your Way”, we can do just that.

“Summer your way” is a step change for us: one 

unique campaign bringing salience and relevance to 

the brand, as always, in a distinctive way.

It’s a campaign that’s about visibility and being at 

the forefront of peoples’ minds. It’s about making 

7UP relevant to their lives, whatever the occasion – 

a summer BBQ, in a bar or on the beach. It’s about 

working together as a team to make this happen 

and really make the campaign work.

ONE AMAZING SUMMER,
COMING UP. . . 
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WHY DID WE CHOOSE SUMMER?
Why summer? What are our consumer insights? Why can 7UP play a role here? 

Consumers love summer. There’s more to do, more positive attitudes, more of 

a sense of opportunity. 

Their summer mood is lighter, brighter and they’re on for having a good time. In 

summer, it just takes a little bit of refreshment to help restore your natural sparkle. 

It truly feels good to be you.

The months of May, June, July and August are the biggest sales months for 7UP, 

so it’s the perfect season to build a “love brand”.

7UP is the refreshing lemon and lime drink that rejuvenates you and helps bring out 

your natural best, so this campaign makes 2017 your Summer of Opportunity!
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WHAT IS OUR BIG IDEA?
Take great ideas that are shown to be successful 

and you can create magic.

7UP already had a proven global positioning of 

It Feels Good To Be You, a thought that celebrates 

and rewards innate originality, new ideas and creativity.

Marry that to our strategic position that 

“7UP is the catalyst to enjoy your freshest summer self”

and you get something amazing. 

A big idea that lets us harness the emotional positivity of 

summer with the rational promise of natural refreshment. 

An idea that has all the elements to drive our business 

objective. That idea is Summer Your Way.
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SUMMER YOUR WAY
7UP is a catalyst to enjoy your freshest summer self.

7UP is a catalyst to enjoy your freshest summer self.

FEELS GOOD TO BE YOU

POSITIONING

BIG IDEA

BIG IDEA

CONSUMER TRUTH BRAND TRUTH

Summer isn’t the season,
 it’s a state of mind. My summer 
self is me at my best, I’m lighter, 

brighter and more open.

7UP is refreshment that goes 
beyond functional, it uplifts and 
keeps you at your natural best. 
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OUR BEACH HOUSE
This Beach House for WESA 

symbolises that we are all working 

together – a single place that contains 

all of our objectives and assets.
Common business objective

Common key message & visual identity

Objective: Drive salience and relevance 
by promoting functional product benefit.

Main Asset: 
New Refreshment 

TVC / Outdoor 

Main Asset: 
Zach King 

digital content

Secondary Asset: 
New Digital & Social Content

 

Market specifics: 
Experiential & Social Content

 

Objective: Drive salience and distinction by
promoting emotional brand benefit.

How: Best in class GBG / CATEGORY / BU collaboration 

SUMMER YOUR WAY

OUR CAMPAIGN OBJECTIVES & ARCHITECTURE

Pillar No. 1 Pillar No. 2 
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BRINGING 
“SUMMER YOUR WAY” ALIVE.
Summer Your Way is an exciting activation and now, you’re going to 

see the elements we have created to make that happen: a new Key 

Visual, clear guidance how to make that work in-store, in activations 

and in social media, along with all of the assets you will need for 

your region. In addition, there’s a premium ATL campaign featuring 

a brand-new TV commercial, so consumers will experience an 

engaging through-the-line campaign.
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THE IMAGE OF 2017 
The WESA Key Visual

The Key Visual sparkles with excitement and style.

Along with the 7UP logo and Summer Your Way 

type, the serving and the bottle sit at an angle away 

from each other, with a surfer’s wave joining the two 

elements together.

 

The background colour is created from 7UP’s 

distinctive lemon and lime palette of green and yellow.

 

Add beach umbrella graphics, bubbles, lemons and 

limes and a surfboard or a palm tree and you have 

something truly unique – a Key Visual that visually 

sums up all that’s good about a 7UP summer. 7UP FREE Bottle Key Visual

7UP REG Can Key Visual 7UP Mojito Free Bottle Key Visual

DOWNLOAD LOW RES KEY VISUALS DOWNLOAD HIGH RES KEY VISUALS
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HOW TO USE 
THE KEY ASSETS 
Our new Key Visual has been carefully developed to 

achieve maximum impact and cut-through. If you are 

localising any of the high-res Key Visuals, it is very 

important to follow the outlined guidelines on this page.
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Background 
The green background appears behind all of 
the elements and runs right to the edge at the 
top and bottom as well as to the sides. The 
colour gradates to a lighter green where the 
bottle and glass appear.

Glass positioning 

The glass is the hero serving and should 
be the main central element around which 
everything else sits. It should appear at a 
slight angle as shown.

Bottle positioning 

The bottle should be leaning away from the 
glass. At the top we should see the effervescent 
bubbles to emphasise freshness and make the 
link with the TVC. It should appear at an angle, 
leaning away from the bottle.

Wave 

The wave is a graphic device that 
joins the bottle to the glass and 
adds refreshment cues. Because 
it is transparent rather than blue, 
it can be seen both as a wave 
from the sea and a 7UP wave, as 
it is in our TVC.

Summer illustrations 

These are drawings of a palm 
tree, surf board, umbrella, a 
lemon and a lime. They can add 
visual interest where there is an 
empty area with no bottle, glass 
or wave.
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POS 

DOWNLOAD ALL LOW RES POS

DOWNLOAD ALL HIGH RES POS

Our new Key Visual has been 

designed to act as a hard-working 

in-store POS piece. By putting green 

cues right in front of consumers 

it drives salience; it leverages our 

distinctive assets and can adapt to 

different shapes and formats.
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SHARE THE FUN - ATL 
Our new TV commercial and 

outdoor campaign are all about 

7UP being an integral part of 

sunny, summer days on the 

beach. It connects effortlessly 

with our core target audience 

and it positions 7UP as the 

refreshing summer drink to step 

up the relevance of the brand.
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WIP

WIP
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Big Idea: 
“7UP Summer your way”

SOCIAL STRATEGY

Pillar No.1 Pillar No.2 Pillar No.3

“Loved Up”

We celebrate our 
iconic brand.

We celebrate our 
refreshing product.

We celebrate 
originality.

“How refreshing” “Signature style”

To build a stronger brand appeal and personality. Establishing 
‘Summer Your Way’ as the new, big idea.

Objective: 

To bring the campaign to life for 20-29 year olds – 7UP delivers refreshment in a unique, distinctive way.

Role of Social: 

We share the relaxed confidence of our 20-29 year old audience. We’re excited about making 
our mark and we don’t have to try too hard. We view life with an #OptimisticFilter.

Tone of Voice: 
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WIP 
With 7UP Digital 

Dream Team 
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“Loved Up”
“How refreshing”

“Signature style”

• 7UP @ the centre of creativity

• 7UP is summer

• Logo hacking, Red dot 

• The refreshing wave

• Refresh your way 

• Consumption occasions

• Your expression of summer 

• Visual Arts (draw, photography)

• Do It Yourself / Do it your way

SOCIAL STRATEGY “SUMMER YOUR WAY”
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WIP 
With 7UP Digital 

Dream Team 
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